
A R C H I T E C T U R A L  M E S H

C A M B R I D G E

A select portfolio of metal mesh architectural  
installations for high-profile parking projects

Parking Capabilities
Façades, Solar Shading,  
Screening, Security,  
Ventilation, Headlight  
Attenuation, Branding

Sustainable. Durable. Beautiful.

Terminal A, Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport
Patterns with varying open areas com-
bine to enhance the 7,700-space park-
ade serving American Airlines passen-
gers. At night, the mesh’s reflective 
characteristics showcase a decorative 
lighting system that accentuates the 
structure’s curve.

Mesh Patterns: Pellican and Scale

Cincinnati Children’s 
Hospital
Intersecting longitudinal 
and latitudinal curved 
mesh creates an  
innovative basket weave 
façade befitting the 
world-class institution. 
The openness ratio  
provides fall protection 
but allows for views into 
the well-lit garage.

Mesh Patterns:  
Mid-Balance and Stripe

Lane Avenue Parking Garage, 
The Ohio State University
Tensioned mesh appears to float 
weightlessly on the façade of the 
1,400-space facility. Its transparency 
creates a visually lightweight and 
dramatically textured surface by day, 
while reflecting warm hues from  
LED lighting at night.

Mesh Pattern:  Mid-Balance

Palliser Square,  
Calgary, Alberta
Cascading metal fabric 
veils an older pre-cast 
parking structure to  
complement new office 
tower construction in the 
central business district.  
The maintenance-free  
material holds up to the 
city’s harsh winter weather.

Mesh Patterns:  
Mid-Balance, Shade, Stripe

St. Armands Circle,  
Sarasota, Florida
A series of 525 tensioned, spiral mesh 
panels were woven and hung vertically 
to create a first-of-its kind aesthetic 
for patrons visiting this elegant retail 
and restaurant district. The twisted 
stainless steel panels act like jewelry, 
providing a softness to the project 
that is integral to its design.

Mesh Patterns:  
Volution Parking System
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